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Deontic modality ("duty" / Greek. )- expressed in the judgment of the order in the form of advice, 
wishes, rules of conduct or orders that predetermine a person to specific actions. These include 
various normative statements, including the rules of law, that is, officially adopted by the authorized
body generally binding rules of conduct governing legal relations in the social environment, the 
failure of which leads to the application of legal sanctions. the elements of a rule of law are the 
components explicitly or implicitly expressed in it:
1) authority-the body that established the norm;
2) addressee-persons who are to fulfill the order;
3) disposition-the action to be performed;
4) deontic characteristic of the norm-a certain type of prescription;
5) sanction-a legal consequence of failure to comply with the order.
Among these five components, the modal analysis is interested in p. 4. The right always 
corresponds to the obligation and Vice versa (the Right to buy and the obligation to issue the 
purchased). Right and obligation are expressed by deontic operators.
Obligation; F-prohibition; P-permission. Symbol d denote regulated action; symbols x, y, z-subjects
of legal relations. In accordance with the deontic operators among the rules of law are 
distinguished: (1) rights-binding; (2) rights-securing; (3) pravopredostavlyayuschie.
1) the law-Binding norms are formulated using the words: "obliged", "must", "belongs", 
"recognized", etc. - symbolically About (d)"action d belongs to compulsory execution". If 
participants of legal relations are fixed also that about (x, y, z) - " x is obliged to execute action d in 
favor of y) You can order paper help also.
2) Pravozaboronyayuchi norms are formulated words "forbidden", "not it legitimate", "not can", 
"not permissible" and others. (Forbidden arrest). Symbolically-F (d) "action d prohibited", and If 
d's, then "If committed action d, then applies sanction S."
3) Pravopredostavlyayuschie norms are formulated words: "has the right", "can have", "can accept" 
and others. symbolically P(d) "is given the right fulfill d."
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The operators (O, F) - obligations and prohibition-refer to strong deontic characteristics, (P) 
permission is a weak characteristic. O and F are expressed through each other: the obligation to 
perform a certain action is equivalent to the prohibition not to perform it: O (d) F (d).
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